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This was my third trip to the Philippines and most purposeful to
date. I planned to do the following:
1) Meet with the Obispo Maximo, head of the Iglesia Filipina
Independiente (Filipino Independent Church) for an update on
the denomination’s social action programmes and to preach at
the national cathedral in Manila of which I am a canon.
2) Spend some time with a priest of the Episcopal Church of the
Philippines (ECP) in Manila, learning about his work with street
children.
3) Gain some exposure to the community development work of
the Episcopal Diocese of the Northern Philippines (ECNP).
4) Attend and preach at the inauguration of a companion
relationship between St Barnabas Church and the EDNP (from
which many St Barnabas members of the Igorot tribe originate).
5) Attend and speak at the Igorot Global conference on issues
affecting vulnerable Filipino migrants in the UK.
6) Meet community organising institutions in the Philippines for
some exposure to their work and methods, not least to inform
our organising work in the UK, and also to show solidarity with
social movements and exploited communities in the north of the
country.
7) Preach at Tawang Church in Baguio City, with which St
Barnabas has a special friendship, not least to see the
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extension of the church building to serve its growing
congregation.
8) Visit Mindanao in the southern Philippines, in particular to
learn more about and stand in solidarity with the Lumad, the
indigenous people there, who are subject to persecution
through their resistance to their ancestral lands being exploited
by multinational companies.
9) To meet with some Christians & Muslims in Mindanao who
are working together positively in an area which is often marked
by inter-religious tension.
It was very much a working trip and I was grateful for financial
support from the mission agency USPG (United Society for
Partnership in the Gospel), the Diocese of Chelmsford &
members of St Barnabas congregation. I expected the trip to
greatly enrich my work at St Barnabas and with London
Churches Social Action/London Churches Refugee Network
especially on issues of community organising and migration,
and to enhance my advocacy for and solidarity with exploited
communities.
What follow are my daily reflections written during the trip.
Steven Saxby
Vicar, St Barnabas Walthamstow
Executive Officer, London Churches Social Action
Chair, Faith Workers Branch of Unite the Union
Canon, Iglesia Filipina Independiente
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Setting off for my trip to the Philippines!

“I was a stranger and you welcomed me.”
(Matthew 25: 35)
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I am an anxious traveller. Practical questions fill my mind. Do I have everything
I need? Will I make my connections on time? Also, of course, I worry about my
family and others as I go away. Will they be OK? Have I put all arrangements
in place? But really I have little to worry about compared to the people for
whom I am making this trip. This trip is, above all, an act of solidarity,
especially with migrant Filipinos who are a significant part of my church
congregation and who I know from other work across London & the UK. As
with previous trips, this is a journey to their land, which I know they appreciate,
an opportunity for me to strengthen bonds between their communities back
home and our community in Walthamstow. It is an opportunity to learn more
about the causes of migration and to offer insights into how better support can
be given in the UK. Some of those I know in the UK will join me in the
Philippines: these are the ones who have been fortunate enough to build a life
in London over the last thirty years or so. Others are unable to travel, still
working and saving for a better future for their loved ones. Most came to the
UK out of desperation, leaving behind a beautiful landscape and rich cultural
life. Most of them struggle: low wages, long hours, poor accommodation, fear
or immigration authorities, difficulty in accessing decent health care.
Nevertheless, they make a fantastic contribution to UK life. Increasingly they
struggle with a government that wants the UK to be "a hostile environment for
migrants". I hope my act of solidarity will play some part in helping to alleviate
real fears of my migrant friends who have travelled to the UK because of

desperate situations back home and who deserve a warmer welcome.
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London - Beijing - Manila

“For we do not have an enduring city,
but we are looking for the city that is to come.”
(Hebrews 13:14)
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Airports bring us face-to-face with our globalized world: scores of places
to which we can depart and from which others will arrive; co-passengers
from a host of nations. On my flight today many were using Beijing as a
transfer point for numerous destinations in East Asia. I shared a row with
a delightful couple - one born in Pakistan, the other in Poland - and their
English born daughter. Our UK government is positive about one aspect
of globalization, the movement of capital, happily selling off UK private
assets to the Chinese. So why is it so hostile to another aspect of
globalization, the movement of people? Migration predates capitalism of
course, it is the experience of humans since the origin of the species.
Humans, like birds, migrate. UK history is a history of migration; we are a
nation of migrants from the Angles through to the Vikings through the
Normans to Windrush through more recent incomers from Europe and all
parts of the globe. Migration is what makes London and other UK cities
some of the most dynamic in the world. Walthamstow - which means
"Welcome Place" - is a place where I have sat down for coffee with
people from more than 130 nationalities. All this is what makes the UK
government's hostility to migrants so disturbing. Even in capitalist terms,
we know migrants make a net contribution to the UK, so there is another
narrative at work here, a pandering to the racism of the few to play upon
the fears of the many. Migrants are not be feared. We are migrants. We
are humans. Let's delight in the movement of peoples as part of what
humans do, not least at airports.
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Manila

“You are precious in my eyes.”
(Isaiah 43: 4)
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Some call this "the Pearl of the Orient"; by any account it is an
amazing city. Metro Manila is home to over 10 million people and
is the world's most densely populated city. A cockerel crows
throughout the night in the area around the National Cathedral of
the Iglesia Filipina Independiente where I rested last night: there
is no dawn in this city that never sleeps. Jeepnies, tricycles, taxis,
bikes and lorries fill the roads; people fill the pavements 24/7. It is
a city where extreme wealth, extreme poverty, and everything in
between are ever evident. Despite its busyness and striking
inequality, it feels a very safe place to me, a place where people
return a smile and do not threaten one another. Is it a sign of
resignation or a sign of hope? In the run-up to presidential and
other elections, one clear message from everyone I have spoken
to thus far is "politics is corrupt and whoever wins will struggle to
make a difference". My ears and eyes are open to signs of hope
in this country. Attending a lovely family gathering today reminds
me of the various layers of importance in people's lives. I want to
believe everybody is somebody to someone here, even those
who may appear to be exploited and neglected, that there is hope
of a way beyond corruption and poverty which recognises every
human being in the city as a precious pearl to be cherished and
loved.
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Cathedral of the Holy Child

“Perfect love casts out fear.”
(1 John 4: 18)
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Today I have the privilege of preaching at the cathedral in Manila
of which I am canon. My theme is "Resurrection Love". What is
this love? It is a love, rooted in hope, which can cast out fear. Our
gospel reading today tells of the disciples locked away because
they were afraid. There are different kinds of fear but I believe
some fears should not be. Think of 3 kinds of fear. There are
phobia type fears, of spiders, of snakes, once we cannot always
control and which sometimes keep us alive. There are fears for
loved ones, fears that show we care, such as our worry for a sick
child or elderly relative. And then there are fears that should not
be: of stigma, of poverty, of corruption, of discrimination. The
disciples' fears were cast out by the appearance or the risen
Jesus. He greeted them in peace and they knew his love. The
resurrection is a sign that hope defeats despair, a sign that things
can change. As Christians we walk in "Resurrection Love" in
solidarity with each other and all who are oppressed, we work
together as the church to combat injustice, we act in the hope that
love will cast out fear.
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Iglesia Filipina Independiente

“The only living tangible result of the 1896 revolution.”
(Teodoro Agoncillo)
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It is sometimes lauded as "the only living tangible result of the 1896 revolution",
but to what extent is that a helpful description of the IFI (the Philippine
Independent Church)? Certainly it attests to the origins of the third largest
Christian denomination in the Philippines, which claims millions of followers
across its 44 dioceses. It is less a break-away from the Roman Catholic Church
and more of an expression of the desires of the Filipinos to serve both church and
nation. A commitment to challenge injustice is in its DNA and is a strong
component of the mission of the IFI today. I arrived the day after starving peasant
farmers in Mindanao were shot by the police as they asked the provincial
government for help. The archbishop, known as the Obispo Maximo, issued a
statement of solidarity which echoes the strong history and present engagement
of the IFI on justice issues. But the Obispo Maximo is keen to stress that the IFI's
commitment is rooted in its witness to the Christian faith and not an adherence to
the political agendas of some of the groups with which it happily works alongside.
There are calls for revolution in the Philippines today, not least as those in poverty
and the exploited continue to suffer under an increasingly corrupt political
leadership, but the IFI's revolution is a revolution of the heart born from following
Jesus. The cry for an end to injustice in the Philippines continues on many levels,
and the work of the IFI is truly a sign of this cry being expressed by some within
the churches. My visit to the National Office was greatly enhanced by time with
the Ramento Project for Rights Defenders. It is named after Alberto Ramento, the
9th Obispo Maximo, himself a victim of extrajudicial killing and known as a "the
Martyred Bishop of Workers and Peasants". The RPRD is a concrete
manifestation of the IFI's sacrifices and activity for those who are victimised to the
present day, and certainly a living tangible sign of hope that change is going to
come.
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Holy Cross Chapel

“Let the children come to me.”
(Matthew 19: 14)
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Lendehl Sallidao spent fifteen years in Manila before he came face to
face with the reality of child poverty in Manila. Like many others, he took
it for granted that it was normal to see urban poor children each day on
the street. There are after all some 25,000 children of the street in
Manila who have nowhere to call home, and thousands of others on the
street who beg, sell, scrounge to stay alive on less than one meal a day
but stay with their families, many in slum accommodation. Almost half of
Manila's population, some 19 million people, lives in extreme poverty.
Six years ago Lendehl began a ministry with street children which has
led him to be present and engaged in some of the city's slum
communities. I visited one such community with him, where around 400
children live in a forested area on the edge of metro Manila. After years
of building trust and leading prayers under a mango tree, the community
itself has built Holy Cross Chapel from salvaged materials. It has built a
school room too, where the Jigsaw project works to build security,
boundary, community, identify and creativity

with the children.

Community organising has led to a small council who will negotiate with
another charity over the building of more dignified homes. I was with
Christ in the slums today and so encouraged to see the church
alongside a community in extreme poverty working for transformation.
Child poverty should never be normalised but it should be more normal
for the church to be in solidarity with those working to irradiate it.
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Episcopal Community Action for Renewal & Empowerment
(E-Care)

“Receivers become givers.”
(E-Care)
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In recent years the Episcopal Church of the Philippines (ECP) has made
a big shift in its approach to community development. Previously it would
use funds from overseas partners (including USPG) to make
development grants. A new approach has been adopted through
attention to the principles of Asset Based Community Development. The
Community-Based Development Programme is now "E-Care" and does
not make grants but makes money available to local community groups
which then pass the money on to their members on the understanding
that "receivers become givers" and that the money is given back with
three add-ons: 0.5% going to "E-Care", 0.5% towards the community
group and 0.5% to the local ECP or other church. Examples of "livelihood
projects" include vegetable-growing, chicken-raising, barn-building, wine
production, weaving, buying of rice mills, sewing, and pig-farming. ECare only supports farming using organic methods and has a programme
for education, training and marketing on natural farming & rice
intensification systems. Repayments back to E-Care are restricted for
supporting other "receiver to giver" projects. I was delighted to visit three
projects around Sagada and meet E-Care partners which the scheme
has supported, not least the pig farmer who turned over a pig to us at
exactly the requested weight. The pig was taken back live in the bishop's
car ready to be killed for the feast following the inauguration of a
companion relationship between the Episcopal Diocese of the Northern
Philippines and St Barnabas Walthamstow!
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Bontoc Cathedral – Inauguration of Companion Relationship

“St Barnabas is the spiritual home of Igorot in the UK.”
(Igorot UK)
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Back in the 70s/80s a few families settled in Walthamstow and
began attending St Barnabas Church. These "Igorot" came from
Besao, a small town in the Mountain Province in the north of the
Philippines, part of the country never colonised by the Spanish
and evangelised by American Anglicans in the nineteenth century.
Others followed these families to London and today they make up
around 40% of the regular Sunday congregation. They are
integrated into all ministries of the Church, including one who
serves a churchwarden and another as an assistant priest. St
Barnabas is regularly the venue for services and programmes of
the Igorot throughout the UK where 400 or so will gather for
weddings, funerals and cultural activities, hence the accolade of St
Barnabas as the "spiritual home of the Igorot in the UK". Today the
relationship between St Barnabas and the home diocese of those
Igorot who worship there was celebrated with the inauguration of a
"companion relationship" which formalises our commitment to
encourage, support and learn from one another. St Barnabas is
truly blessed by the presence of the Igorot and we trust that the
relationship with the diocese will be a source of more blessings to
come.
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Igorot Global Conference

“Do not be conformed to this world, but be transformed...”
(Romans 12: 2)
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Igo-Global holds a gathering every two years to bring together
representatives of Igorot organisations throughout the world. This
year's meeting was in Bontoc and I was invited to contribute a
reflection on Igorot migration. I suggested we could look at Igorot
as:
I - Indigenous - maintaining cultural identity
G - Globalised - nevertheless affected by globalization
O - Outstanding - in managing the above tension
R - Resilient – especially in the face of migrant challenges
O - Organised – especially in organising cultural programmes
T - Transforming – the challenge is to engage with others on
social issues to support vulnerable migrants.
However, the highlight of the conference for many was getting to
meet Jeyrick - the internet sensation also known as Carrot Man,
who left college in order to work the land, in order to support his
older relatives and help school his siblings. He is a truly
outstanding Igorot.
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Abatan to Baguio

“The long and winding road.”
(Paul McCartney)
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The road from Bontoc to Baguio is certainly a long and
winding road. I made most of the journey this morning. There
is hardly a 50 metre stretch before a turn in the road. It is like
a fun fair ride but goes on for four or five hours! I joined the
road from Abatan & Letang where I had spent the previous
day and night with farm workers, a youth group and a
women's village association. All are connected to the
Cordillera People's Association, one of the major community
organising alliances in the Philippines. From a farmer I heard
about their worries about the impact of a new Asian free trade
agreement; from the youth I heard about human rights'
violations by the military; from the women I heard about how
they have started a collective to try and earn money to make
improvements to their village. I also learned a lot about the
progressive parties standing in the forthcoming elections.
These people really face a long and winding road to justice in
their country but they are organising in hope. All I can say is
"solidarity".
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Advent Church, Tawang

“From every tribe, every language, every nation.”
(Revelation 7: 9)
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This morning I had the privilege of preaching in Tawang
Church. This is a opposite the Philippines home of a beloved
couple who also are part of our own congregation at St
Barnabas Walthamstow. We have therefore received much
from Tawang and we give a little back by selling books in
church to support Tawang’s Sunday School. I preached on
solidarity and how we discover this as an outworking of the
Catholic identify of the Church, an identity which is both local
and global, based on prayer and action, always preferentially
for the poor. This is why relationships like that between
Advent Church and St Barnabas matter. They remind us of
who we are: local, global and catholic - bound together in
solidarity.

Audio recordings of the sermons and speech I made during
the trip can be found at:

http://www.saintbarnabaswalthamstow.co.uk/19.html
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Benguet goldmines

“Your faith – of greater worth than gold.”
(1 Peter 1:7)
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Today I was able to make another visit to Itogon and nearby
areas to see some SSM (small scale mining). This was in a
mountainous area mostly claimed by the Benguet Mining
Corporation. But there is a long history to these mountains in
which the company has mined since after WW2 and then sought
to conduct open-pit mining in the Keystone area in the1990s. The
Cordillera People's Alliance for the Protection of Ancestral Lands
(who guided me today) was part of the successful resistance to
open pit mining at Keystone in solidarity with local miners and
others. People's resistance has also taken the form of small scale
mining without formal permission and barricading areas to
prevent open pit. Some do have rights to mine and the product
here is gold. It was very instructive for me to enter a goldmine and
see the process of converting gold dust into a saleable product.
There is money to be made through labouring for gold which is
why there are so many small scale miners in the area, who then
face many issues, including obtaining permits in areas claimed by
corporations. I was heartened among other things, to hear about
the organisation of workers, who united together are able to
secure better working conditions.
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Heroes of Manila airport

“The blood of the martyrs is the seed of the Church.”
(Tertullian)
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The three terminals at Manila airport are powerful places - hubs for intra and
international flights. From all over the country Filipinos pass through every day to
make flights to foreign lands, many of them because they are economic migrants.
As I wait for my plane to Mindanao I read a sermon by the late Alberto Ramento,
who was found murdered in 2006 in what many believe was the extra judicial
killing. Ramento is lauded as "the martyred bishop of the workers and peasants"
and was a fierce critic of the government. The sermon was given Hong Kong in
2002 and was addressed to the many Filipino migrant workers there. He
described the poverty of migrants within the history of colonial subjugation of the
Philippines. He attacked the hypocrisy of the government calling migrant workers
"Modern Day Heroes" as it benefitted from the remittances on their hard labour
abroad. Bishop Ramento said however, "What I know is that you suffer so much
for your family that I believe you really are the modern day heroes of your
children, an honour you must accept and be proud of, for it is given to you by
your family, your children, without the element of hypocrisy." Sitting in a place
where migrant workers have flown out to modern day misery in places like Hong
Kong, Saudi Arabia and even the UK, I too salute the sacrifice of these modern
day heroes, and note that many have become, like Ramento, modern day
martyrs. Their deaths abroad reflect the sin of a world groaning in labour pains
for a new social order which would liberate the oppressed from the need to leave
their loved ones. In proclaiming "the blood of the martyrs is the seed of the
Church", we can hope indeed for a day when the Philippines will be a place
where the Kingdom of God comes here on earth as it is in heaven. On that day
all three terminals will no doubt be bursting with Filipinos returning to their
homeland in the confidence that they can enjoy prosperity, justice and peace.
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The Lumad of Tindoga

“Be sober, be vigilant, because your adversary the devil, as a
roaring lion, prowls about, seeking whom he may devour.”
(1 Peter, 5:8)
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"Lumad" is the collective term for the indigenous peoples of the Philippines, of which there
are around 18 tribes in Mindanao. They are not in a happy situation. Many tribal
communities have been displaced by military activity and by others, not least multicultural
corporations, forcing them from their ancestral lands. This led separate displaced
communities of the Manabo tribe in the Bukidnon area to unite under the banner of Tindoga
(Tribal Indigenous Oppressed Groups Association). Having been displaced from nearby
villages and forced to live by the main road, they moved, in 2014, onto an area of land when
it ceased to be used as a cattle ranch. Living without electricity and dependant on water
collected a mile or so from the main settlement, some 100 families now live in the area and
have named it Tindoga after their organisation. They face constant intimidation from a local
"land-grabber", Lorenzo, who also claims ownership of the area. His security guards killed a
tribe member, Tata Beato, two years ago and the children no longer feel safe to leave
Tindoba to go to school. Lorenzo's armed guards are frequently seen patrolling the
boundary. He even persuaded some families from the tribe to agree terms and lease the
land from him, splitting tribe families into "Team A" and "Team B". The former's leaders are
recognised by the National Council for Indigenous Peoples, a government agency. Those in
the latter call them "tribal dealers" in contrast to Team B's authentic "tribal leaders". Team B
gets no support from the local government or police who they say collude with Lorenzo, now
a candidate for political office. They are well supported however by other organisations, not
least the Rural Missionaries of the Philippines who take me to stay in Tindoga. My visit
coincides with an immersion programme for sociology students who, like me, are struck by
the material poverty of the community. But there is a lot that is rich here. We receive
tremendous hospitality in their homes overnight. The next day we are treated to cultural
performance and education about their situation. The most powerful is a drama performed
by the children telling the story of their struggle. They clearly value external solidarity which
is the very purpose for my visit. I leave touched and determined to do more to raise the
injustice of indigenous people being forced from their ancestral lands. For all of their rich
culture, retained against the odds, one of their leaders is forceful in his comments that the
Lumad are people of the land and if they lose their land they lose their identity. The world
cannot stand by and allow this to happen.
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From the mountains to the sea

“Help us return back to our communities.”
(The displaced Lumad of Surigao del Sur)
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Mindanao's mountains are rich in natural resources, including coal, nickel and gold. As I travelled along
the coastal road from Surigao to Tandag I initially enjoyed the views of the beautiful green mountains
covered in coconut trees, but a shock was around a corner. Suddenly the hills turned brown and the
operations of mining corporations became very evident. My companion, a Roman Catholic sister, used
strong words upon seeing one such vista: "that's the naked mountain raped by mining companies".
Nearby I could trace the journey of the minerals taken from the now bare mountains by lorries and
cranes and loaded on to ships along the coast and journeying out to sea. These ships bring profits to
multinational corporations but the result of such aggressive mining here is greater poverty for
indigenous people and irreparable damage to the environment. I am told that aggressive mining is
supported by the aggression of the national government towards the Lumad, the indigenous people of
lands currently targeted for new mining projects. A striking example is of the 22 communities of the
Manobo Lumad tribe of the mountainous area of Surigao del Sur. I heard about the military presence
developed in the area to try and displace the Lumad in advance of an attempt to mine the area for coal.
Local elders who led protests against this aggression were labelled "leftist" sympathisers of the New
People's Army. Some Lumad people were coerced by the military to then murder three community
leaders: Emirato Samarca, director of the school; Bello Sinso, a tribal leader; and Dionel Cambos, chair
or the tribe's community organisation. On April 1st the last two were shot in front of the community
outside the school by assassins known by name to the tribe. For fear of their lives, the community
decided to flee their villages and seek the protection of the regional governor. He sent transportation to
take them to a sports centre nearer the coast. Here they have built makeshift homes and are dependent
on municipal and charitable aid for food and water. Other charities provide education for adults and
children, not least on the health risks of 2300 people, over half of them children, living together in such a
small camp with so few facilities. I was shocked by the conditions in the camp. Their chief dato (tribal
elder) Tayaden told me how hot they are in the day and how cold at night. I met the parents of one of
the murdered men and the wife of another. Eight months have passed and they still long for justice. This
is the plea of the whole community. They want to return to their land with the assurance that they will not
be subject to military intimidation and that they can continue their way of life in their ancestral home.
They too have travelled from the mountains towards the sea and it is a journey they never wished or
expected to make. They warmly welcome international visitors in the desperate hope that they might be
able to influence a government that they feel does not care about their future. Election posters for
progressive parties are scattered around the camp. Elections may be less than a month away, but for
the Lumad in the camp each day is one more day of injustice.
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Missionary Sisters of Mary

“My soul magnifies the Lord… he has… lifted up the lowly.”
(Mary’s song, Luke 1: 46-55)
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During my time in Mindanao my guide and bodyguard was Sister Maria
Famita Somogod, a member of the congregation of the MSM. I also
visited three of their convents where I was welcomed joyfully by other
nuns. The community's charism is the Magnificat, the song of Mary, and
these sisters certainly magnify and rejoice. They also live out Mary's
passion for social justice and solidarity with the marginalized. They long
for the "lowly to be lifted up". This is why they are active in the
ecumenical work of the Rural Missionaries of the Philippines (RMP),
including its work supporting the indigenous people of Mindanao known
as the Lumad. Sister Fam took me to two settlements of Lumad both
situations of extreme injustice and poverty. RMP have also been actively
engaged with other churches and NGOs in supporting the farmers of
Kidipawan following an incident the day before my arrival in the
Philippines. The livelihood of farmers there has been devastated by low
rice prices and the failure of crops due to El Nino. When starving
farmers, some Lumad, went to the city to ask for food and refused to
leave, the police opened fire on the protestors. Three were killed and
over a hundred severely injured. This has provoked outrage in the
country but still neither the city governor (who some claim ordered the
shootings) nor the police have taken responsibility. Many are crying:
"they asked for rice but we're given bullets". As yet there is no sign of
anyone being brought to justice for the crime. The Missionary Sisters of
Mary will be among those who will not rest until justice is served. They
have been in Mindanao for over fifty years standing with the oppressed
from generation to generation.
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Plastic City, Manila

“There is power in a union.”
(Joe Hill)
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The next time you turn on a Germani fan and feel the cool breeze, spare a thought for the workers of the
factory where they are produced, set in an area of Manila populated with plastic factories and hence dubbed
"Plastic City". I was taken to one of the slum settlements near to the factories to meet some of the workers who
live there. These included a couple I shall call Annie and Jack (not their real names). They cannot be identified
because they are union organisers in an environment where such activity has to be conducted very carefully.
Annie was illegally dismissed from her factory job last year when it was discovered that she was trying to
organise the workers. Less than 2% of the Filipino workforce is unionised in a country where the laws to protect
unionisation are not respected and many work in appalling conditions. Jack has to work 12 hours a day, seven
days a week. If his 5 man team assembles 500 Germani stoves they will be paid 500 pesos each a day, less if
they produce less at 1 peso each a piece. That is a maximum of about £56 for a 84 hour week. Women are
paid half the amount for the same work. Within a 12 hour shift there are only two 15 minute breaks. Masks and
proper gloves are not provided to protect workers handling hot materials and breathing in strong fumes from
plastic production. It is not uncommon to find 14 & 15 year old children working in the factories. Workers in the
Philippines face the conditions unionisation helped to eradicate in the UK a century ago. This is why groups
such as Church-People Workers Solidarity (CWS), the Ramento Project for Rights Defenders, and Defend
Jobs are labouring to help build trade union membership. Nikki of Defend Jobs started volunteering for the
group when her father, a union activist, was imprisoned on trumped-up charges. Four years later he remains
locked up and still awaits a trial. CWS is an amazing example of the churches working together in an
ecumenical project. Events such as the fire at the Kentex slipper factory, in which 72 workers were killed last
year, continue to highlight the moral case for workers' rights championed by Ramento throughout his time as a
bishop. Outside organisations provide vital help but the cutting-edge of organising is by workers themselves
within their workplaces. Jack, despite his long hours and material poverty, puts in his spare time to discreetly
build union organisation both within his own factory and with workers in others. Many employers are
dispassionate about the plight of their employees. Only stronger unions, building pressure on employers and
government, are likely to bring any change. Annie and Jack have four children. Annie has already been
dismissed and Jack is taking huge risks in organising despite his employer's opposition to unionisation of the
workforce. When I ask Jack what inspires him to engage in such costly and risky activity he starts to cry. It
takes him a while to articulate his answer: he does not want his children to have to endure the life he leads.
Unions in the UK were established in a generation and offered far improved lives for the children of the union
pioneers. Annie and Jack's children deserve the better future their parents are hoping they will see. In the
meantime, the work of union organising plods on. During my visit I wear my Heart Unions t-shirt. It reminds me
of the importance of international solidarity. At a time when UK unions are busy defending hard fought for rights
and practices against the latest Trade Union bill, let us not forget our comrades overseas. I look forward to
attending my local International Workers' Day event on May 1st, and I shall certainly spare a thought for Annie,
Jack and the many oppressed workers of Plastic City.
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What a journey!

"What a journey this has been."
(Lea Salonga)
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"What a journey this has been" is a line from a song that's
popular on the Filipino karaoke scene and is also a very fitting
description of my trip to the Philippines. It was far from a holiday.
I did have one day on which I only worked for 2 hours but the
rest of my time was pretty hectic and intense. I slept in 13
different places during my 17 nights away! I stayed in Manila,
Bontoc, Abatan, Baguio, and Tindoga, Surigao and Batuan in
Mindanao. I had exposure to a slum community inhabitated by
street children, to livelihood projects in the Mountain Province,
to women, farmers and young people engaged in community
organising in a rural community, to the night economy of Baguio
City, to the work of small-scale gold miners, to two indigenous
Lumad communities one living on reclaimed ancestral land and
the other in an evacuation camp in a sport's stadium, and to
workers trying to build support for unionisation in Manila 's
plastic factories. I preached at the Iglesia Filipina Independiente
national cathedral (of which I am canon), Bontoc Episcopal
Cathedral (for the inauguration of a companion relationship
between St Barnabas and the Diocese of the Northern
Philippines), and Advent Church, Tawang (with which St
Barnabas has a special friendship), and I gave presentation at a
global conference of the Igorot (the indigenous people of the
Cordillera region in the north of the country). It was my third trip
and, as before, I was overwhelmed by the openess, warmth and
hospitality of Filipinos from various walks of life. I was especially
glad to be with someone members of St Barnabas in Bontoc
and Baguio and to meet family members of others. It was
wonderful too to see clergy friends, not least Fr Alfonso
Camiwet (formerly at St Barnabas) many Episcopal and IFI
clergy, 13 bishops including the Obispo Maximo who hosted me
in Manila. One thing I'd hoped to do and did not was see some
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joint work between Christians and Muslims but I did encounter
several examples or everyday Christians and Muslims living
positively together (including the Muslim married to a Lumad
who gave me a ride on his motorbike). It was a wonderful trip!
So with what impressions do I return? Three things are at the
top of my mind.
First, I was horrified by the levels of poverty and injustice. For
all its richness of land and people, the Philippines is a place
where the vast majority live in poverty and many live with
violations to their human rights. It was shocking to hear about
the experience or the Lumad, to see the living conditions of
Lumad evacuees and the urban poor, to see how some of the
basic rights we take for granted in the UK, especially for
workers and children, are violated on such a large scale. I
visited during the run-up to presidential and other elections.
Posters of candidates were everywhere. In talking to people
about the elections it was clear that politicians are regarded as
corrupt, that money buys votes, and that few expect the
elections to bring any significant change to the problems of the
country. Worse than that, it was very disturbing to hear of
politicians siding with business, often international companies,
against the rights of workers and the rights of indigenous
people to live on their ancestral lands. It was more horrifying to
hear of the role of the military and the police in siding with
multinationals and government to remove indigenous people
from their communities. I arrived the day after the shooting of
starving farmers in Kidapawan. As with Lumad objecting to
being displaced and the intimidation of political activists, the
labelling of people as "leftists" and the suggestion that they
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support the revolution New People's Army is an all too common
tactic for the justification for the killing or imprisonment of those
who oppose the government and its support for the interests of
global capitalism. There are many reasons to despair at
injustice in the Philippines.
Second, I was encouraged by signs of hope. Despite the huge
challenges facing them it was heartening to meet so many
people engaged in work to support those who are suffering and
who are labouring for a better future. My exposure was mostly
to church engagement and it is clear that the churches make a
huge contribution to calling for justice and supporting the
marginalised and victimised. Whether helping to fund livelihood
projects, working with the families of street children, defending
the rights of the Lumad, organising among urban workers and
rural villages, the churches, often working together, are
embodying the message of the gospel and its preferential
option for the poor. This is the Church truly living as the body of
Christ with and for the most vulnerable and oppressed. It was
especially good to learn more about the political system in
Philippines and meet members or progressive parties. It is
expensive to run for political office in the Philippines and
progressive forces do not have the backing of big money from
individuals and companies willing to fund candidates who will
protect and advance their interests. But the progressives have
commitment and energy. They hope to get a good number of
candidates elected under the allocation of congress seats for
the minority parties, and to get one of 12 seats available on the
Senate. In a country without a party system and where money
rules, electoral change will not come quickly. It is easy to
understand why some feel change will not come through the
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ballot box, but also to see how progressive forces could
combine with popular support to form an electoral force that
could and should win given the fact that the vast majority of
citizens are currently disadvantaged by the ruling politics of the
Philippines. If anyone has money to invest in democracy in
country, I would propose putting it towards free WiFi access to
help with political participation. As we have seen elsewhere,
social media can be a powerful tool for political change. It would
aid social movements in the Philippines to be more co-ordinated,
perhaps even to launch a party of the poor which could stand
comprehensively in elections and gain control of the country. I
take inspiration from the way this happened just over a century
ago in the UK when a party of labour formed of various social
movements and within decades lifted millions in the UK out of
poverty and some of the working conditions evident in the
Philippines today.
Third, I took to heart the importance of solidarity. My
relationship with the churches in the Philippines flows from my
experience of working with Filipino migrants in the UK, at St
Barnabas and beyond. Many of them face a very difficult time in
the UK, and are increasingly facing the full force of the
government's strategy of making the UK a "hostile environment"
particularly for undocumented migrants who nevertheless make
a huge contribution to the country. This is why I so much value
our links in Walthamstow with the Episcopal Church of the
Philippines, the IFI and with Advent Church and the Diocese of
the Northern Philippines in particular. These links provide us
with opportunities to grow in relationship in a way that
strengthens our understanding of each other and allows us to
support those among us who are most in need. While away I
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read an excellent book about Alberto Ramento, martyred
bishop of workers and peasants, entitled 'Catholicity in Times of
Globalisation'. It strengthened my understanding of the Church
as always both local and global. Christianity began to grow in
the context of the globalisation of the Roman Empire but with
values which challenged its oppressive ways. That is why we
speak of the Church as catholic and not just global or
international. To be a catholic (a quality which belongs not just
to Roman Catholics) is to attend both to the local and global
with a priority of solidarity for the marginalised and oppressed.
Catholicity is the Church's practice of solidarity. The most
heartening thing about my trip was to see how much value the
oppressed communities I visited placed upon the value of
solidarity. It was all I had to offer, but it was welcomed hugely.
In rural and urban communities solidarity was understood and
seen as another sign of hope. People in the Philippines look to
others within and beyond the country - for support, for pressure
on the government, and for encouragement in addressing their
struggles. Many of the problems in the Philippines are a
consequence of global interests and may only be solved by
international solidarity with those most affected by the greed
and injustice of others. I return from my journey more committed
than ever to playing my small part in helping to work for a better
future for such a troubled but otherwise beautiful country.
Steven Saxby, April 2016
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If this report has inspired you to work with and for the
oppressed in the Philippines, please consider supporting
one or more of the following.

IFI Ramento Centre for Rights Defenders
http://www.ifi.ph/ramento-project-for-rights-defenders

Street Children in Manila via Jigsaw
http://www.jigsawkidsministries.org/
E-Care via United Society for Partnership in the Gospel (USPG)
http://www.weareus.org.uk/
Cordillera People’s Alliance
http://www.cpaphils.org/
Lumad of Mindanao via Rural Missionaries of the Philippines
http://www.rmp-nmr.org/
Defend Jobs
https://defendjobphilippines.wordpress.com/
Campaign for Human Rights in the Philippines
http://www.chrp.org.uk/
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